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E-in-C's Branch
List 'A' and List 'B'

APPROVAL OF ELEVATOR MANUFACTURERS


2. The process of renewal for manufacturers of elevators as Principal for design, supply, installation commissioning and maintenance of products as OEM is under process and to enable use of OEM for elevators for incorporation in MES and MAP works, the validity of approval is extended upto 31 Jul 2020.

3. For compliance please.

(Somesh Kumar)
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Dir (Des)
For E-in-C

Copy to :-

CEs DGNP
CEs (R&D)

Internal

TS to DG MAP, E2 (Army), E2 (Navy), E2 (Air), E4, E6, E8, E2W(PPC), CCEs

Automation Cell - It is requested to upload this letter on open domain MES website.